Abstract: With the growth of air traffic demand in busy airspace, there is an urgent need for airspace 14 sectorization to increase air traffic throughput and ease the pressure on controllers. The purpose of this paper 15 is to develop a method framework that can perform airspace sectorization automatically, reasonably, which
Introduction

30
In recent years, the air traffic flow of China has been increasing at an average annual rate of 11 percent, and 31 air transport is developing rapidly. With the rapid development of national traffic volume, China's airports 32 and airspace system are under increasing pressure, which leads to frequent flight delays. In 2010, the fixed 
84
second one is region-based model in which the airspace is initially partitioned into some type of regions which 85 are smaller than the studied sectors, so that the combinatorial problem of partitioning these regions in 86 principle needs no geometric post-processing step [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Unfortunately, shapes of obtained sectors which use 87 region-based model still have to need post-processing. Although region-based model is essentially a down-top 88 combination approach, in which workload among the sectors was balanced by maintaining the sector shape 89 parameters within acceptable limits, but it made them operationally undesirable that there were some corners 90 or Z-shape among these sectors even after post-processing [29, 30] .
91
[31, 32] developed another top-down bi-partition approach to cut airspace into sectors. Xue [8] , Gerdes, 
92
Temme and Schultz [11] , Xue [33] , Gerdes, et al. [34] also use top-down approach to redesign airspace sector 
96
points are distributed every 10 km, there will be 400 points. In the case of dividing the airspace into five sectors,
97
the number of alternative locations at five production points is 400 5 . If this approach is applied to larger 98 airspace and divided into more sectors, the computation time may be unacceptable. When estimating the 99 coordinating task load, Xue [8] pointed out that the boundary-crossing of air traffic control center was 100 neglected in his work. Obviously, this will lead to unbalanced sector task load. If the sector generated by the 101 algorithm is applied to the actual sector, the actual workload of sector near the studying airspace boundary 102 will be larger than the result of calculation. In addition, if all sectors are Voronoi diagrams, in some cases, it is 103 difficult to find a suitable seed point for VC generation to balance workload and meet other constraints.
104
Delahaye, et al. [35] have proposed the use of floating-point chromosomes, and have developed special 105 operators to maintain the integrity of the chromosome for use in a floating point representation, contending 106 that the convergence rate is faster in the floating-point case. When the studying space is discretized by VCs
107
(Voronoi cells) and the number of sectors is , the number of possible groupings will be as following. They pointed out that this kind of combination is NP-hard and that stochastic optimization is a good 109 candidate to address it. Pawlak, et al. [36] also used this type of floating-point chromosomes to group cells by
110
Finite-Element method. Sergeeva, et al. [37] developed a more complex floating-point chromosome for 3D such as minimizing cut cost and balancing weights of vertexes. But they still are different from AS which 125 require balancing total workload (monitoring and coordinating task loads), minimizing coordination task load,
126
as well thinking about dwell time, convex shape, connectivity and compactness.
127
In summary, the bottom-up method is prone to appear C-shaped, zigzag, trapezoidal and other irregular 128 shapes, while the top-down method is prone to appear narrow triangle, which is not easy to ensure convexity.
129
In addition, the method of random Voronoi diagram is like looking for a needle in the haystack to get an 130 optimal solution. It is doubtful that the multi-layer random Voronoi graph without boundary reprocessing not
131
only guarantees the workload balance of the graph, but also guarantees the convexity of the sector. Therefore,
132
we must design an innovative solution to the AS problem.
133
The aim of this paper is to establish a framework of solving methods including a series of multi-objective 
4.
We also found that appropriately allowing some non-convex boundaries is a measure to reduce the 150 total workload, and blindly pursuing convex boundaries will increase the total workload.
151
5.
The solution framework proposed in this paper improves the reliability of obtaining the optimal 152 design scheme in airspace, and will reduce the design load and completion time of designers.
153
These studies are of great significance to improve air traffic throughput and maintain the task load of 
160
The boundary points are expressed as . is a × 2 matrix, and is listed anti-clockwise. The boundary
161
line is the red dotted line in Figure 2 . Each row of a matrix represents geographic coordinate of a point. 
168
203
 All the points on the common edges have equal distances to their neighbor generating points.
204
 The generating point of VC is the closest generating point to any point within this VC.
205
 The line between two generating points is perpendicular to the common edge of the two Voronoi
206
polygons.
207
These characteristics of VCs will be utilized to calculate the intersection point between edge of boundary 208 and edge of VC.
209
Reconstructing VCs and coloring all cells for visualization are very important for reconfiguration. We 210 noticed that color cannot be filled in some open VCs according to the index of which sector these cells belong
211
to. In the process of coloring, just the inner part of the VC crossing by airspace boundary is preferred to retain.
212
So we develop a method to reshape these VCs at next part for coloring all cells correctly.
213
The procedure for the solution of the intersection point between edge of boundary and edge of VC is 214 defined as follow.
215
Firstly, all endpoints of the boundary line were sorted anticlockwise. 
261
Given that the airspace studied has n VCs, each , ∈ {1, … , }, must be assigned to some sector
262
, ∈ {1, … , } where is the number of desired sectors to be opened. If is assigned to sector, then
263
= 1, else 0. The relationship between task load of ℎ sector and task load of is expressed as follow:
includes two kind of task loads, namely monitoring and coordinating task loads, as mentioned 265 before.
266
= + （6）
Monitoring task load measurement
267
Assume that there are m routes passing through . Then monitoring task load was calculated as
（7）
is length of route in , km.
270
is average speed of flights on route , km/hour.
271
is hourly traffic volume passing through route r, number/hour.
272
is the statistical monitoring time per hour per flight by field test, seconds/hour.
273
The intersection of all routes with the VC they pass through is computed and stored in a structured If ∀ ∈ {1, … , } passing through VC and both of the boundaries of VC were the sector boundary,
282
is the statistical coordinating time per hour per flight by field test, seconds/hour.
283
If ∀ ∈ {1, … , } passing through and two of the boundaries of was the sector boundary, 
（10）
Where:
296
: Number of desired sectors to be opened
297
: ℎ sector
298
: Average task load, = ∑ =1
299
: Total task load in jth sector 300
Minimize total coordinating task load
301
Coordinating task load is the key factor of total task load. In the process of airspace sectorization , it is 302 almost impossible to decrease monitoring task load. A good airspace configuration plan must be a plan with the 303 minimum coordination task load. Minimizing coordination task load can not only reduce the total task load, but 304 also keep the sector consistent with the main traffic flow. The total coordinating task load, , is equal to the 305 sum of task load of all VCs as following formula.
Minimize cost of short dwell time (SDT)
307
The sector capacity is calculate based on MAP from FAA [58], which is roughly 5/3 of average sector flight 308 time (in minutes). This means that sector capacity increases with dwell time (average sector flight time).
309
Because of the airspace studied is an en-route airspace, we arbitrarily set the minimum of dwell time as 240 310 seconds. The cost of short dwell time was measured as follow:
For any flight ∈ {1, … , } in sector j,
( , ) is the th flight's dwell time ( , ) in the jth sector, was set as 240 seconds. sector in the studying airspace at first, the task load increases gradually with time. Assuming that there is only 329 one sector in the research airspace at first, the task load will gradually increase with time. When the task load 330 increases to its maximum, the partition of the airspace is triggered. In order to balance the workload, the best 331 partitioning result is that the workload of each sector is half of the maximum workload. Over time, when the 332 task load of both sectors reaches the maximum task load, the best division is that the task load of each sector is 333 2/3 of the maximum task load. It can be inferred that when airspace is divided into k sectors, the optimal 334 average task load can be expressed as following.
When the airspace keeps k sectors unchanged, and the traffic flow of different sectors is not consistent with 336 the growth of time, the sector structure also needs to be adjusted. Before changing the number of sectors from k 337 to k+1, the variation range of average task load is as follows.
Equation (18) and (19) are based on the trigger mechanism of sector division, which is when the traffic flow 339 of all sectors increases to . The real environment may be that the traffic flow growth in each sector is not 340 balanced, some sectors may not grow, and some sectors have reached the maximum. It also needs to be adjusted 341 at this time. The more sectors there are, the more likely the growth imbalance will be. Then the trigger 342 mechanism will fail. In the case of unbalanced growth of traffic flow in each sector, it is necessary to adjust the 343 sector structure as long as a single sector reaches its maximum. In this case, the task load of the busiest sector 344 can usually be reduced by adjusting the structure of airspace without increasing the number of departments.
345
Assuming this happens, there are currently sectors, the total workload is , and the average workload is 346 / . Then, the following equation is used to constrain the task load of each sector. 
362
If the sum of every column of equals n, then all VCs in sector are connected, otherwise, the 363 conclusion is contrary. 
369
task load and this sector must be adjacent to these isolated areas. When the simulated annealing temperature is 370 higher, connectivity of sectors will be repaired with a larger probability. On the contrary, when the 371 temperature is low, connectivity of sectors will be repaired with a small probability. While these disconnected 372 solutions were rejected with a larger probability. 
379
Firstly, all VCs which distance between and themselves were larger than the threshold value are found.
380
Then, the numbers of connected regions were found out in the undirected graph composing of these cells. Each
381
of them is allocated unconditionally to the nearest sector. 
392
that when the number of flexible vertices (NFV) in a sector is less than three, the sector shape generated by SAA
393
will inevitably appear C shape. So we have to force the NFV to be greater than three. This constraint is not used
394
for the SAA search process, but only for the sector evaluation and post-processing. If the number of flexible 395 points in the sector generated by SAA is less than three, the SAA process is repeated. Table 2 . If VCs (1,2,3) are 410 adjacent, as well (4, 5, 6 ) and (7, 8, 9, 10) , then the solution show in Table 2 is a feasible one. This type of 411 representation of solution was used to calculate task load. The second type of representation of solution = { 1 , 2 , … , } was show in Table 3 . This type of 413 representation of solution was used to renew current solution.
412
414
Two kinds of these representations can be transformed into each other.
415
K-means clustering to generate initial feasible solution
416
Given a set of observations ( is coordinate of generation point of VC , =1,2..n), k-means clustering [61] 417 aims to partition the observations into k (≤ ) sets = { 1 , 2 , …, } so as to minimize the within-cluster sum
418
of squares (i.e. variance). Formally, the objective is to find:
where is the centroid of points in .
420
After k-means clustering, the sector of VC will become clear. The second type of representation of solution 421 is used to represent k-means clustering results. For example, = [1,1,1,2,2,3, 3], means VC 1,2,3 belong to sector 422 1, VC 4,5 belong to sector 2, VC 6,7 belong to sector 3.
423
As mentioned in Section 2.2 above, the solution space of different discretization methods (even the number 424 of VCs) in the studied airspace will be different. Therefore, we design three parallel approaches to explore the 425 optimal solution. Finally, the best solution is chosen by comparison. This process is shown in Figure 9 . 
484
Generally, a convex hull can be constructed for each pair sectors generated by SAA (or any other methods).
485
Then, there must be a line which can bisect this convex hull into two sectors with balance task work. We find
486
that when all these lines are drawn, these lines cannot clearly divide the studied airspace into the required 487 number and shape of sectors. Therefore, this method has been abandoned.
488
To illustrate the principle of our algorithm, we first observe the boundary characteristics of blue-coated 
498
In order to guarantee the near-convexity of sector shape in process of rebuilding sector boundaries, we add 499 a near-convexity evaluation function ( ).
is the area of the convex hull of the vertex of the ℎ sector, in square meters.
501
is the area of the ℎ sector, in square meters.
502
is the concave coefficient of shape for the ℎ sector. The smaller is, the less concave the 503 polygon is and the closer it is to the convex shape.
is the concave coefficient of shape for all sectors. The smaller is, the better the overall 505 convexity of all sectors is. In this way, this performance parameter can be added to equation (9) to form the 506 following new evaluation function, which can be used to evaluate the new sector generated by the random 507 change of the position of these flexible vertices.
508
= 1 * + 2 * + 3 * + 4 * + 5 * （25）
To prevent concave shape, we added a constraint that the angle between all adjacent lines
509
(counterclockwise) connected to the three-share point should not be greater than 180 degrees. In MC-CLFV 510 algorithm, this kind of constrain is called as concave shape checking.
511
In order to prevent sector boundaries from getting too close to some important points (such as large traffic 512 flow routes, intersections, airports, etc.), the minimum distance constraint between departmental boundaries 513 and important points is added [17] . In MC-CLFV algorithm, this kind of constrain is called as minimum 514 distance checking. 
516
As mentioned earlier, the key to smooth the boundary is to locate these flexible vertices. Therefore, the 517 problem of sector boundary smoothing becomes the problem of locating these flexible vertices. Monte Carlo
518
techniques can be used to ensure high quality, robust designs [62, 63] . In order to improve the search efficiency,
519
we developed a dynamic Monte Carlo method by changing location of flexible vertices (MC-CLFV).
520
Before describing the algorithm, we give the following definitions.
521
Given all flexible vertices ( 1 , 2 , . . 1 ) belong to set , and all fixed vertices ( 1 , . . 
526
F=F( ,L） （27）
is the standard deviation of task load for all sectors. 0 is the value of evaluation formula (27) . 
531
The search process of MC-CLFV algorithm is as following. 
532
MC-CLFV algorithm
542
Monte Carlo method by radius changing (MC-RC) is developed for this type of situation.
543
The sector whose geometric center is closest to the geometric center of the airspace is chosen as the 544 hub-sector. A circle, which center is the geometric center of hub-sector and radius is the average distance 545 between center and points consisting of convex hull of hub-sector, is constructed. By adjusting the radius, the 546 task load of the circular region can be equal to that of the original sector.
547
There is an overlapping region between two convex hulls of adjacent sectors. A line, which passes through 
555
The search process of MC-RC algorithm is as following.
556
Configuration is determined by dynamic variables ℎ , = ( 1 , 2 . . −1 ) and static variables , .
557
is the number of sectors. Graph can be expressed as = ( ℎ , , , ). ℎ is radius of hub sector. is vector
558
consisting of three bearing of spoke. is boundary of airspace. are air routes passing by airspace. Then
559
value of objective function in formula (9) can be expressed as = ( , ). is vector of flow on air routes .
560
Given that the value of objective function of every sector is , = 1,2, . . , under configuration and traffic 561 flow . Then is the average of value of task load of all sectors. Given that ℎ is the value of task load of 562 hub sector, then the task load difference between ℎ and can be expressed as following.
If ℎ > 0, ℎ will be increase by ℎ * ℎ to make ℎ equal to , vice versa. Therefore, ℎ at ℎ iteration
564
can be expressed as following. 
567
MC-RC algorithm
Calculating configuration parameters,
Calculating of value of objective function, 0 = ( , )
Generate three random integers between 0 and 360 and assign them to , n mean at ℎ iteration. 
573
This section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise 574 description of the experimental results, their interpretation as well as the experimental conclusions 575 that can be drawn.
576
We extracted one week's data from Shanxi regional airspace. Since there are few flights between 20:00 p.m.
577
and 7:00 a.m. in Shanxi regional airspace, we only count the traffic flow data of each segment from 7:00 a.m. to 578 20:00 a.m. and take the average value to calculate the task load during the reconfiguration process. The 579 parameters used in different algorithms are showed in Table 4 . 
580
581
Based on the three Voronoi diagrams, we use the SAA described in Section 3 to execute the automatic 582 sector optimization calculation for the studying airspace. The results comparing are shown in Table 5 . Table 5 .
583
Discussion
607
From the result of SAA in 
617
However, because the simulated annealing algorithm accepts infeasible solutions by itself with a 618 certain probability, it allows the re-entry sector and short residence to occur in the exploration 619 process, which makes it possible to explore the global optimization solution, and makes it possible
620
for the region growth method to produce sectors that meet the performance requirements. Using
621
SAA to find a good initial solution lays a foundation for warm start in post-processing. 
643
Comparing the results of tables 5 and 6, we can find that although the sector generated by SAA 644 algorithm has irregular boundaries, the total task load is smaller than that after irregular boundaries 645 are smoothed, which indicates that appropriately allowing some non-convex boundaries is a 646 measure to reduce the total workload, and blindly pursuing convex boundaries will increase the 647 total workload.
648
Conclusions
649
This section is not mandatory, but can be added to the manuscript if the discussion is unusually 650 long or complex.
651
Partitioning the airspace into optimal sectors, even 2D, is still a leading or forefront research 652 issue. It is a multi-objective optimization problem, and the contradiction between multiple objectives 
659
provided results demonstrate that the proposed sector design method framework is able to provide 660 very satisfying sectorisation with regards to sector load balancing, as well as to total task load 661 minimization, minimum distance to boundary, the number of re-entering and short-dwell criteria.
662
The graph cutting algorithms proposed by us have two theoretical contributions. The first is to 663 eliminate the inherent problem of irregular sector boundaries generated by region growth 
668
The proposed method framework of AS and software can provide reliable assistant design and 669 analysis tools for airspace planners to design airspace, improve the reliability and efficiency of 670 design, and reduce the burden of airspace planners. In addition, this lays the foundation for
671
reconstructing airspace with more intelligent method.
672
We do not claim that we have completed the full-automatic design of the airspace. Because
673
airspace design is a complicated process, we have only solved the problem that the initial airspace 674 design was almost completed manually in china in the past. This scheme has to be further simulated
675
and evaluated by SIMMOD, AIRTOP and other tools [66] . Finally, it has to be evaluated by human in 676 the loop before it can be implemented [4] . Some modifications will even be made based on feedback 677 in field test. This reflects the fact that there is a huge gap for improvement in current task load model 678 and airspace sectorization model. It is also a great opportunity and challenge for researchers to 679 automate the whole process of airspace design.
680
In general, the proposed method framework not only satisfies a variety of key performance
681
indicators, but also eliminates the irregular sector shape generated by the regional growth method,
682
which lays the foundation for improving the reliability and acceptability of the airspace design and 683 enriches the automatic airspace reconstruction method. 693 694
